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Missing Valence States, Diamagnetic Insulators, and Superconductors
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About fifteen elements in the periodic table skip certain valences in all the compounds they form. This
is understood to arise from a negative eAective intra-atomic interaction. A model with such interactions
as well as interatomic repulsions gives insulating behavior near half-filling and superconductivity farther
from it in agreement with the properties of BaPb Bil — 03 and Ba K& —„Bi03.

PACS numbers: 74. 10.+v, 74.65.+n

The compounds of Ga, In, and Tl form with the for-
mal valence states +1 and +3, of Ge, Sn, and Pb with
+2 and +4, and of Bi and Sb with +3 and +5. Also Ti
forms in +2 and +4 states and V and Nb in +3 and +5
states. The intermediate valence states are either unsta-
ble or metastable. It is commonplace to say that the
valence states found are such as to give the stable
closed-shell configurations. It seems to us worthwhile to
incorporate the microscopic physics behind this phenom-
ena in a model which could then be used for other calcu-
lations.

This matter is of considerable current interest. Ac-
cording to band theory the compound BaBiO& (Refs.
1-4) should be a metal but it is a diamagnetic insulator.
The average formal charge state of Bi is +4, or one elec-
tron outside a closed shell. If Bi4+ were allowed, the in-

sulating ground state of this compound would have spin
—, at Bi sites and be antiferromagnetic, (AFM), which it
clearly is not. Thus BaBi03 is not a Mott insulator ei-
ther. On moving away from half-filling by the substitu-
tion of Bi with Pb, superconductivity with T, = 12 K is
found' near the metal-insulator boundary; the substitu-
tion of Ba with K or Rb produces T, near 30 K. Con-
sidering the meager density of electronic states near the
Fermi energy estimated for these compounds, we know
that such high T, 's are unlikely from the conventional
electron-phonon mechanism. It is of interest to ask
whether the high T, is also related to the physics which
leads to valence skipping.

Phenomenological model Hamiltonians of the Hub-
bard type give rise to valence skipping provided the on-
site interaction energy is attractive and comparable or
larger than the kinetic energy. Since the attractive
Hubbard model has either an insulating (charge dispro-
portioned) or a superconducting ground state (at half-
filling), the connection between superconductivity and
valence skipping is apparent.

One can generate "negative-U" interactions by elim-
inating phonons if the electron-phonon coupling is strong
enough. But valence skipping is ubiquitous for the ele-
ments named above irrespective of the other elements in-
volved. It is therefore natural that it be mostly related to
electronic properties of the elements.

TABLE I. Bare intra-atomic repulsion parameters U for
several elements that skip valence in compounds. U for the
skipped valence as well as for the stable valences on either side
of it are calculated from the measured ionization energies
(Ref. 7).

U, =i9v

Bi U4+ = 10.7

U3+ = 18.8

Sb U4 = 11.9

U5+ = 32.3 U5~ = 52.0

U, =i69

Pb U, =i04

U4+ = 25.5

U2+ = 15.9

Sn U3+ = 9.1

U4, ——31.6

U,+ ——iS.2

Ge U3+ ——9.5

U, =csv

U„= i4.3

TP U, = 94

U, + ——13.1

In U2+ =92

U„= i4.6

U3+ = 20.9 U3+ = 26.4 U3+ = 26.4

U3+ = 13.3

Nb U = 11.7 V

U, =187

U, = ivo TI

U,+ = 13.9

U3 = 15.8

U, =530 U, = 64.o U4+ = 56.6

We have constructed in Table I the effective intra-
atomic repulsion energy U„ for the charge state +n from
the measured ionization energies of the elements. U„ is
defined as

U„-(E.+, —E.)+(Z. ,
—Z„),

where E„ is the total energy of the atom in the nth
charged state. U„of most elements increases as n in-
creases, reflecting the smaller size of the orbitals for
larger n. For the valence skippers it has a minimum at
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the valence that is skipped. This reduced value of course
reflects the larger correlation energy of closed electronic
shells with respect to open shells. In the ensuing discus-
sion we will take this as given.

The U for the missing valence state in Table I is small
but not negative. This is, however, not the U to be used
in a model for a solid which contains only the s orbitals
for the metal atoms. As argued by Herring for the case
of transition metals the appropriate U should be screened
by the processes not included in the model. Consider
specifically BaBi03. U4+ in Table I is

U4+ =E(Bi +:6s )+E(Bi +:6s ) —2E(Bi +:6s') . (2)

Each of the configurations is strongly charged; so one
must consider nonlinear screening. The nonlinearity is

such that the sum of the reduction in energy of the 5+
and the 3+ configurations will always be larger than
twice the reduction in energy of the 4+ configuration.
Suppose the screening of the 6s and the 6s con-

figurations by charge transfer from the surrounding 0
octahedra is not significant but the 6s (the most strong-
ly charged) configuration is screened by charge transfer
from the oxygen octahed ra to the 6p shell. Now
E(6s 6p ') —E(6s ) = —43.3 eV. The electrostatic
cost for one electron transfer is less than 12 eV. So even
a fraction of electron transferred makes the effective U
negative. There are other polarization processes includ-
ed in the model we will discuss which also reduce U. The
principal point is that, in the short-range effective in-
teraction models for the s shell we shall consider, insta-
bility of a valence state requires U&0 for that state.
The bare U for Bi + is already about 15 eV below the
linear interpolation between that for Bi + and Bi +.
Nonlinear screening and polarization do the rest.

In an "ionic" metal in which the conduction band has
admixture of both anion and cation orbitals, it is essen-
tial to consider the effects of interatoinic repulsion' be-
sides the intra-atomic interactions. We therefore consid-
er the model Hamiltonian

H =t 2 Cai&bi+ba+UZnaianai a+ VZ—naittbi+8 tinbia PM(ttai+nbi ) . (3)

(4)0— / ~ Cai&ai+2$a+ U~&aia&ai —o+ V~ nainai+2b pM&ai ~

i,8,a i, 8

Here t =t /t 6t, U=U, V=zVt t/d, t, p=ifi, and z is

the number of nearest neighbors. To second order in V,

polarization processes further reduce U; we do not con-
sider them here. Actually for the compounds under dis-
cussion t/h, is not a small parameter and the dynamical
effects due to V are important. ' They make the prob-
lem intractable analytically; we have not considered
them here especially as U & 0 has been assumed.

It is useful to transform (4) at arbitrary filling to a
model with intrasite repulsion at half-filling by the trans-
formation "'

(5) to an anisotropic Heisenberg model:

H=JQSia S;p2a+VQSi'aSi'+2ba+HQSia, (6)

J= 2t '/I U
I

The phase diagram for this model is well known' and
experimentally well tested. For fixed H, the model has
an AFM-z ground state from H=0 to H =Hf = (2VJ
+ V ) 't where a first-order transition occurs to a phase
which has AFM-xy order together with a magnetization
in the z direction. The magnetization at the transition is

Mf=giHf, where g&=(V+J) '. At H= V+J, a
transition to a fully magnetized phase occurs at T =0.

We must, however, consider the solution of (6) for
fixed magnetization g;(S;;), i.e., fixed number in the
original problem. ' The model as it stands gives a two-
phase coexistence region between M=O and M=Mf.
But this corresponds to droplets of a phase with one
charge density in another. If longer-range (Coulomb or
induced elastic) interactions are included in the model,
the coexistence phase, as is usual, turns into a periodic
array of discommensurations of one phase into another
(or a superlattice of lines or points). The density of the
discommensurations is given by the constraint on the
magnetization, and their characteristic width is = O((J/
H) 't b) for J» V and = 8 for V» J. We are clearly in

the latter limit. The possibility of interfacial supercon-

Cai f Caif Cai J Cai J e ~ Q~
iQ R;

to get

H — t g Caiaeai+2ba+ t U I Zttai fnai J
i,8, cr i

+ VgS;.,S;~2ba+HgS;; —
t Ut/2+n«, (5)

i,b I

where H =JJJ+ t U t/2 —2zV. In the transformed Hamil-
tonian up spin at a site corresponds to a vacancy and a
spin down to a doubly occupied site; the total magnetiza-
tion g;(S;,) corresponds to deviations from half-filling in

(4). Antiferromagnetic order with spins along the z
direction (AFM-z) corresponds to a charge-density-wave
phase while AFM order with spins in the x-y plane cor-
responds to s-wave superconductivity.

For t Ut » t (and »V), one may further transform

a and b are the metal and oxygen atoms taken for simplicity to lie on a simple interpenetrating cubic lattice, 8 sums
over the nearest neighbors, and U & 0, V) 0.

To first order in t/ t 6 t, we may eliminate the b sites, obtaining an effective a-site Hamiltonian
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FIG. l. (a) Schematic picture of the ground state of the an-
isotropic anitferromagnetic Heisenberg model at fixed magne-
tization for low magnetization. A down spin corresponds to a
doubly occupied site, an up sign to a vacant site, and a tilted
spin to a linear combination of the two in the original model.
(b) Schematic phase diagram.

age valence between the skipped valence and the next
higher valence should also be higher-temperature super-
conductors.

Our phase diagram [see Fig. 1(b)] agrees with that of
BaPb~ —„Bi 03 and Ba„K~— Bi03 in all essential re-
spects' including the fact that the highest T, is near
the boundary with the insulating phase. The prediction
of extra periodicity such as illustrated in Fig. 1(a) should
be looked into. The fact that the gap in the optical spec-
tra in the insulating phase persists as a pseudogap' in
the superconducting phase is indication of a two-phase
solution in the presence of disorder. Note that besides a
negative U we have found it essential to include a near-
neighbor repulsion parameter V to obtain the qualitative-
ly correct phase diagram. We have emphasized else-
where' that V is essential for superconductivity in the
Cu-0 based high-temperature superconductors as well.

I have benefitted from extensive discussions with Elihu
Abrahams, B. I. Halperin, and Stefan Schmitt-Rink.
D. R. Hamann kindly calculated the energy levels of Bi
ions quoted above. Discussions with Bertram Batlogg
and Robert Cava are also acknowledged.

ductivity is then remote. The structure of this phase is
schematically illustrated in Fig. 1(a).

At H = (2VJ+ V ) 'i, a phase transition occurs in the
model to a phase which has AFM-xy order. The elec-
tronic density eo corresponding to it is

eo = (2VJ+ V ) 'i /(J+ V) . (7)

%'e therefore have a superconducting phase near and
above a deviation from half-filling eo. This phase would
in general have short-range charge-density-wave order as
well due especially to disorder.

We have considered the properties of the model in lim-
its which may not be realistic. It is expected, however,
that the generic behavior of the system is the same as
given here —quantitative conclusions may vary. To be
realistic we must also consider coupling to phonons. '

Besides giving an additional negative contribution to U,
they will distort the oxygen octahedra around different
charge configurations of Bi by different amounts.

In this Letter we have presented evidence that about
fifteen elements in the periodic table which skip valences
in all their compounds do so because of a negative
effective intra-atomic interaction at the skipped valence.
At or near half-filling they are diamagnetic insulators,
contrary to one-electron theory. They are also in a
different class from Mott insulators. If they can be
doped so that the average valence is considerably far
from the skipped valence they turn to metals which are
potential high-temperature superconductors. BaPb ~

—-
Bi 03 and Ba K~ — Bi03 are realizations of this picture.
Compounds formed of elements in Table I with the aver-
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